
World Service Marketing & Audiences 

Understanding factors 

influencing news consumption 



A BBC in-house project incubated 
by the Audience Insight Team  



To understand factors, influencing news consumption 
among the media audience, and how these can be used 
to identify, describe and segment the audience 

Whose Objective was; -



What we know already 



We already segment media audience, widely along several 

influences and factors…. 

Language Religion 

Other 

Practices 

SOCIAL CULTURAL 



….. So what really is influencing audience consumption 

habits & choices – more specifically on Genres?

?



…..in other words, in what new ways can we predict, as…. (a 

brand, channel, platform or source……)  

1. What our market is? ( Who are we reaching?)  

2. Who our target audience should be? (Who should we be reaching?)



We identified four key factors that go through the audiences 

mind preceding consumption 

1. Available Media platforms: - Radio , TV, Online , Social media, Print 

2. Existing ecosystem : - Infrastructure (energy sources, internet, etc.), Legislation, competition 

3. Audience ‘news disposition’ : - Time, Interest, Access to media platforms , SEC 

4. Accessible media tools /devices: - Desk/laptops, TV /Radio sets, Mobile devices 



These factors were incubated and filtered for analysis ………

Existing ecosystem : Audience ‘news disposition’ :
Available Media platforms: 
Accessible media tools /devices: 



And three definitive influences emerged….  

Time:    Amount of time spend consuming news? 

Platforms / Devices: Number of platforms used to access news 

Level of interest / frequency: Frequency of accessing news 



We noted that the presence or absence of the three factors 

inversely influence consumption trends 
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Consumption factors  

1. More time 
2. More platforms / devices 
3. High Interest/ frequency 

1. Limited time 
2. Fewer platforms/ devices 
3. Lack of interest / less frequency 

The inverse is also true 



Drive Factors 

Categories 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Frequency of news 

consumption

Number of platforms 

used for news

Time spent 

consuming news

A matrix combination of the three factors yields eight different 

types of consumers. 



Drive Factors 

Categories 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Frequency of news 

consumption

Number of platforms 

used for news

Time spent 

consuming news

But within the different categories, we also identified some 

similarities. 

1. Similarities between category 2 and 6

2. Similarities between category 3 and 8

3. Similarities between category 4 and 7



Drive Factors 

Categories 

1 2 3 4 5

Frequency of news 

consumption

Number of platforms 

used for news

Time spent 

consuming news

To minimise the overlaps the categories were collapsed into 5 

distinct consumer groups 



Drive Factors 

Categories 

1 2 3 4 5

Frequency of news 

consumption

Number of platforms 

used for news

Time spent 

consuming news

We identified and added some parameters to each group for 

further understanding.

High

Low 



How we defined the high and low levels of engagement 

Factors Definition of High Definition of Low 

Frequency 
(of consuming news)

Daily / most days per week Only a few days per week 

Platform 
(number used to consume news)

Three or more Less than three 

Time 
(spent consuming news) 

60 mins or more per day Less than 60 mins per day 



Frequency of news 

consumption

Number of platforms 

used for news

Time spent 

consuming news

We also identified level of engagement for each consumer group/ 

category 

Very HighLowVery Low High
Level of engagement 

with news 
Medium



Frequency of news 

consumption

Number of platforms 

used for news

Time spent 

consuming news

Description of news consumption habit /behaviour by each group

Disengaged 

Audience
News Nibblers

Engaged 

Traditionalists 

News 

Connoisseurs
Casual 

Consumers

Very HighLowVery Low High
Level of engagement 

with news 
Medium



Understanding the 
characteristics of each group 



Each segment has a distinct demographic & psychographic profile 

Gender

Attitudes to news

Attitudes to 
international news

Attitudes to BBC

More female Mixed gender Mixed gender Mixed gender More male

Less affluent
Less 

affluent
Affluent

Moderately 
affluent

Affluent

Least likely Less likely Likely Likely Very likelyBBC consumption

Disengaged 

Audience

News 

Nibblers

Engaged

Traditionalists
News 

Connoisseurs
Casual 

Consumers

Level of news 
engagement

Affluence

Very HighLowVery Low HighMedium

Time Frequency Platforms+ +
*Based on BBC Global Surveys 



Think of them…

Informed audience who consume any form of news that meets their 

standard on many platforms

Disengaged 

Audience

News 

Nibblers

Engaged

Traditionalists

News 

Connoisseurs

Casual 

Consumers

Consume news only when it is necessary because of limited 

time, platforms and frequency  

Informed audience with limited time for news but consume a 

lot in a short time across many platforms 

Spend a lot of time on news on few platforms (mainly radio and TV) 

Go to the same channel/Platform most times for short period



Using the segmentation model to predicts more than news..

What is your favourite type of drink?
GAM Survey: Burundi

Total
Disengage 

Audience

Casual 

Consumers

News 

Nibblers

Engaged 

Traditionalists

News 

Connoisseurs

PRIMUS BEER 

[Value?]
100% 77% 102% 144% 101% 99%

AMSTEL BEER 

[Premium]
100% 32% 84% 253% 93% 290%

FANTA [Value] 100% 72% 107% 84% 106% 105%

BANANA WINE 

[Value]
100% 126% 116% 35% 86% 28%

NONE – Don’t Know 100% 209% 74% 31% 115% 16%

Level of news 
engagement

Very HighLowVery Low HighMedium

Disengaged 

Audience

News 

Nibblers

Engaged

Traditionalists
News 

Connoisseurs
Casual 

Consumers

Data shown as index



News Audiences around the 

world



At the BBC we often talks about the challenge of 

reaching younger audiences and women



We have therefore started to think about our audience in 

terms of their behaviour

 How much time do they spend on news? 

 How frequently do they access news? 

 How many platforms do they use to access news? 

We can understand our different news audiences through three 

behaviours 



So how are we implementing 

this globally?



The global challenge for BBC News is growth

(Incremental reach) 
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News Market

Disengaged Audience Casual Consumers News Nibblers Engaged Traditionals News Connoisseurs

This is now informed by the proportion of each category we reach in 

any market, - to determine the under served audience.   



So a lot of growth will have to come from medium and low engagers

News 

Connoisseurs

Engaged 

Traditionals
News 

Nibblers

Casual 

Consumers

Disengaged 

Audience

Emerging 

economies 

Total market

BBC

Level of news 
engagement

Very HighLowVery Low HighMedium

Source: GAM 2016



There are two added bonuses of reaching less engaged 

groups

1. Reaching more women and young audiences; There are significantly 

more amongst the low engagers 

2. Low competition: Every news organisation seems to be going after the 

News Connoisseurs



Can this be applied to other 

products as well?



Using the segmentation model to predicts more than news..

Question: What is your favourite type of drink?

BBC Survey:  Burundi

Total
Disengage 

Audience

Casual 

Consumers

News 

Nibblers

Engaged 

Traditionalists

News 

Connoisseurs

CLUB BEER

[Value = ***]
100% 45 102 144 101 99

HEINEKEN

[Value =Premium]
100% 32 84 253 93 290

FANTA 

[Value = **]
100% 77 107 84 106 105

PALM WINE 

[Value = *]
100% 126 116 35 86 28

Level of news 
engagement

Very HighLowVery Low HighMedium

Disengaged 

Audience

News 

Nibblers

Engaged

Traditionalists
News 

Connoisseurs
Casual 

Consumers

Data shown as index



Thank you all for listening 


